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In our lockdown stories (page 6)
there’s one word that pops up
several times – ‘normal’. It’s
universally used to point to our
current departure from life as we
know it. Most references express this
implicitly, some explicitly. Caron Wolfenden
sums it up: ‘This is not normal’.
Indeed it isn’t. As I write this, we’re making
our first tentative steps out of enforced
hibernation, and I don’t know where we’ll be
by the time this issue reaches you.
Many of these accounts from SLIs unable
to work, having to adapt to wearing PPE or
doing a crash course in VRS mention the
support of ASLI in its Regional and national
forms. On page 24, we see this in action with
news of a plethora of Regional ASLI training
and get-togethers on Zoom and, on page 21,
we hear about a new initiative to support
Early Career SLIs in Scotland.
It’s healthy to counterbalance our
Covid-dominated pages with something
long-term in this issue, with Jules Dickinson
(page 14) taking the long view on Access to
Work over the last decade and exposing
issues that need ironing out.
On page 26, Akbar Sikder and Owais
Murad ask why interpreting the Quran is
fraught with challenges while, on page 4,
Andy Carmichael looks at a resurgence of
the call to awareness that Black Lives Matter
and calls for continued steps towards
equality in ASLI as he prepares to step down
from his role as Chair of the Board.
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Jules Dickinson is an
experienced community interpreter
and qualified Professional
Supervisor. She is passionate about
helping interpreters to be healthy and
resilient practitioners. Her PhD examined the
ways in which the SLI impacts on workplace
interaction, focusing on humour and small
talk in meetings. Aside from her Professional
Supervisor role, she supports the
development of the SLI profession as a
trainer, research-practitioner and consultant.
OWAIS MURAD is a trainer and
advisor on deaf issues and
services. He has expertise and
20-plus years of experience working

with the Muslim deaf community. He holds a
Masters degree in Islamic Studies with a
particular focus on translating the Quran into
British Sign Language.
AKBAR SIKDER is a hearing child
of deaf parents of Bangladeshi
origin and grew up within the
Muslim Deaf community. He is a
qualified interpreter and translator, holding a
BA (Hons) in French and Linguistics and an
MA in Translation and Interpreting from the
University of Manchester. He interprets
regularly in Islamic settings.
After graduating from the University
of Wolverhampton in 2000, Tessa
Slaughter returned to her native
Herefordshire and Worcestershire
before moving to Solihull. She spent eight
years as senior interpreter at Deaf Direct in
the West Midlands before relocating to
Edinburgh with her family in 2017. She works
part-time with Marion Fletcher at Heriot-Watt
University as staff interpreter and part-time
freelance. Tessa recently took up running to
preserve her sanity during lockdown.

New members of ASLI
Antonia D’Amato – corporate
membership (Language Line)
East Midlands
Simon Johanson – Full
Hayley Beckett-Allsopp – Full
Hayley Kocon – Full
Essex
Nirvana Asplin-Davies – Full
Sean Johnson – Full
Gail Pilling – Student
Laura Jane Connolly –
Student

Kent
Sophie Kennard – Student
Fleur Shaddick – Full
Loquessa Smart – Full
Susanne Canham – Full
London and South
East
Lorna Patterson – Full
Sandeep Kaur Deo – Full
Chandrika Gopalakrishnan –
Associate

Mid South Coast
Roxanne O’Doherty – Student
Fiona Walker – Full
Anna Bolton – Student
North East
Amy Tomlinson – Full
North West
Sammi Villabon – Full
David Wilkinson – Student
Gemma Mazza – Full
South-West
Christopher Lewis – Full
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Jennifer Goldsmith – Full
Louise Tingay – Full
Sussex
Kerry Maughan – Student
Annette Holland – Student
Thames Valley
Mindy Lanie – Full
Scotland
Victoria Paulo – Student
Fraser Holmes – Student
Heather Graham – Student

Bruce Cameron – Full
Sarah Jane Robinson – Full
Roy Thomson – Full
West Midlands
Ellee Madigan – Student
Chelsea Powell – Student
Miles Harris – Student
Monique Campbell – Student
Shannene Anderson –
Student
Chantelle Farrell – Student
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Note from the Board

As Andy Carmichael prepares to leave ASLI’s
Board after six years, he references recent turbulent
events around the world, points to future change and
looks back at highlights

I’ve been chatting to Jemina Napier (my
wife, if you don’t already know) and mulling
over how to start this without being banal and
obvious about these unusual times or on the
other hand appearing glib by not mentioning
the Covid-19 outbreak, the lockdown and all
that has happened since this year began.
Like all of us, I started 2020 with very
different plans – my 50th birthday a few weeks
before October’s planned AGM and the ASLI
Conference. During this tumultuous time, the
ASLI Board and many Members have been
working to support SLIs and the deaf
community as best we can. It has been hard
doing so in the knowledge of how serious a
financial blow the vast majority of our
Members face as freelancers, on top of all
the uncertainty and upset that have impacted
our lives as a result of the pandemic.
This year so far has been extraordinary in
other ways too, in the wake of George Floyd’s
death in the US. This tinderbox event has
given new impetus to a movement I came
across several years ago – Black Lives
Matter. Like quite a few of us, I have
interpreted at political marches and protests
and am heartened to see our colleagues and
allies stepping up once again to interpret and
make these crucial messages accessible.
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Equality matters

It cannot go without mention that ASLI
currently has an all-white board (made up of
five Members out of 850+). Considering that
as a very rough estimate, based on 750
respondents to an NRCPD Twitter poll and
then extrapolated, we could say there are
approximately 100 SLIs with an ethnicity
other than white currently working in the UK.
Following on from that is the hard fact that
ASLI is reliant on Members stepping forward
(there’s no press gang) so we need to look at
the fact that we haven’t had many BAME
members on our national committees/Boards
in our 33 years as an association and
consider strategies to change this. Our first
step as a Board has been to set up an
equality and diversity working group to take a
systematic approach to ensuring ASLI moves
quickly towards any necessary changes
identified in the wake of the BLM resurgence
and in other areas of inequality.
Another systemic issue in our profession
that had its own long overdue wake up call
(go Jemina) at the World Association of Sign
Language Interpreters (WASLI) Conference
in Paris last year is the under-representation
of women SLIs in high-profile work settings
such as TV and international conferences.
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When our Vice Chair, Jill Henshaw, and I
arrived at the WASLI General Assembly, we
were staggered by the overwhelming majority
of men in the room representing the various
national SLI associations. We should account
for cultural and religious differences between
the member associations’ countries, but
nevertheless, given the gender ratios in our
field, we need to address this imbalance. As
an aside, I am proud to have served on the
first ever ASLI Board that better represents
our profession’s gender landscape.

First person plural

I leave after six incredible years’ service on
the ASLI Board. At the end of this time, I’m
convinced that we must think of ASLI as us/
we and that we understand the Board are
merely fellow practitioners acting as the
current stewards of this incredible,
burgeoning, responsive, reflexive and
ultimately Member-led association of ours.
When I joined the Board in 2014, ASLI had
600 or so Members. We now have more than
800 – a metric that reassures me during
difficult times. As a Board, deciding to give
Members three months’ free membership
(while taking a big financial hit in doing so) at
the start of the outbreak was a bold step I’m
mightily glad we took. The move to make
reasoned use of our ample reserves reflects
a highly functional Board working cohesively
and making sound decisions based on good
information (thanks to Viva for our back-room
office muscle and to Noel Guilford, our
dedicated accountant and treasurer). Rest
assured that the association is in very good
hands now and into the future.

Highlights

If I were to be pressed on the highlights from
this, my second time serving ASLI nationally

(I was Board Member and the Vice Chair
back in the 90s), I would pick out firstly
ASLI’s 30th Anniversary Conference – fond
memories of my time on the Board with Gail
Dixon and kudos to Rob Skinner for leading
the team that pulled off such an amazing
event. To make that weekend even more
memorable for me personally, there was the
glittering Gala Ball, which I was privileged to
MC in my Dark Douglas Kilt attire (all black
tweed so ultimate terp couture). I’m honoured
to have been on the ASLI Board when Jenny
Koehring brought to life the incredible Going
Pro event in 2018, in the process introducing
a Member offering (and brand) that will
endure here in the UK and is being exported.
On which note, representing ASLI at the
WASLI conference last year is a highlight, but
the goodwill brought to the event by the team
of fundraising ASLI bike riders sums up for
me the spirit of ASLI, WASLI and our
profession. The emotion on the street when
they arrived in Paris encapsulated for me
those times when we get it right – by being
outward-looking, generous, progressive,
collegiate and supportive.
Aside from the obvious, it’s the hundreds
(thousands if you include bar talk) of hours of
Board discussions with five different iterations
of ASLI Boards that have been the most
rewarding. Also, meeting Members at
Consultation Days and events made the
unseen graft such as poring over insurance
documents (bleurgh) and dealing with
distressed or upset Members worth the effort.
With ASLI, the more you put in the more you
get out and, to be frank, when you’re Chair of
the Board you’re maxing that equation out.
It’s no exaggeration to say that I love this
association of ours, what it stands for, what it
does and what it means to me and so many
others, you included I trust.
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life in lockdown

Lockdown unmasked

Restrictions are lifting and we hope this will last. We hear from
sign language interpreters, trainees and a deaf BSL user on how
they rose to the challenge of Covid-19 and living and working
under lockdown
‘A wave on the screen
is not the same’

Caron Wolfenden
I wasn’t expecting to have all
these clients in my house (for
‘house’ include, shed, garage, attic!). I wasn’t
expecting to see them so closely – I’d never
noticed their eye colour before or that little
dimple they have. I’d never expected to see
the inside of their house – ‘that’s a nice
painting on the wall and isn’t your dog cute?’.
It’s just all a bit closer isn’t it?
We are all being forced to adapt to meet
the challenges of Covid-19. We will be
reacting in different ways. I suspect we are
all sharing a range of emotions – fear, joy,
grief, sorrow, pain, anxiety, worry, anger.
On any one day, I might go through any or
all of these emotions, and so might those who
I now meet remotely. Not only am I
encountering clients in their new surround,
I’m also witnessing their emotions, possibly
experiencing them directly or indirectly, and
maybe at risk of vicarious trauma.
My self-care norms are different – I would
normally drive home across the moors or

‘The ability to disconnect
from my work is different’
6

stop by the sea to de-stress, have a drink
with my co-worker and, most of all, that hug
at the end of the day – the parting touch that
signals ‘end of’, time to go back to my life
outside of interpreting. Not that I hug all
clients (that would just be weird!), but having
the opportunity to in some way ‘feel a
goodbye’ is very different – a wave on screen
is not the same. The ability to disconnect
from my work is different.
You would think that working remotely
would mean that I feel more distant from my
work; I turn off the computer and it all
disappears. That’s what I thought, but when I
have been asked in the past if I want to do
remote interpreting, I have always responded
‘Yes, in a call centre, not in my space’.
Through a twist of fate, this is now exactly
what I am doing. I am lucky to live in a house
where I can create a space; many other
interpreters are not so fortunate and even
though I can walk round my garden, do
online yoga, continue with supervision and
do all those other things to look after myself,
it is suddenly all a lot ‘closer’.
In most of my work (I very occasionally
work with deafblind people), there is a
physical distance, across a room or table; I
prep and enter a space ready to work,
last-minute questions are asked, set up is
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complete and the job begins. Now, I prep via
remote discussions with my co-worker, tech
checks, online pre-meets with clients until
finally we enter the Celebrity Squares domain
(younger SLIs will need to look this up) .

‘This is not just VRS’

In a room, most non-signers stop looking at
us after the first moment of interest.
Onscreen, who knows who has me pinned?
Swapping with my co-worker may be more
visible onscreen. Organising how we might
feed each other may be more complex and
may demand more than one piece of
equipment; can I technologically cope and
do I have the mental capacity to stay alert to
all these feeds? I may need to request more
than one sign-in to any meeting so again I am
more visible. This is all new. This is not just
VRS – this is a new skill.
I know that remote interpreting now forms
part of higher education training and I
wonder if these are just my reflections, that
the new generation of interpreters will be
more au fait with this technology, having
been brought up with screens. Maybe we
can all learn something from their training
and these students can become our
teachers. However, I suspect that the above
training will have focused on 1:1 interactions
and not the complex meetings, contact
sessions, training courses and so on that I
have now found myself interpreting online.
With this comes a new way of reflecting,
noting and dealing with what stays with me
after assignments. I have been interpreting
as part of a team on a therapy course and,
while support has always been offered, this is
the first time I have taken it up. I seek
feedback from clients, but emailing for
feedback after a Zoom meeting takes more
time and energy. My cognitive load is heavier

‘This is not what we were
trained to do’
while I come to terms with technology and
working online.

More ‘alone’

I don’t have space here to talk about the
contrast in working face-to-face with a client
in oncology whilst wearing a visor, and not
being able to give that reassuring touch. And
therein lies the rub – this is not normal! This is
not what we were trained to do. How much
role space am I taking up now? Where is my
emotional support? Is that co-worker
someone I can share with? I feel we are more
‘alone’ in these Covid times.
I started by saying that we are all a little
‘closer’ and each experience will depend on
how I am feeling that day, so it is important
for me to notice how I am feeling before I
‘arrive’ at work. A positive routine is vital. You
need to find what works for you – maybe it’s
an exercise regime, a shower and using
scents for work, putting on your work watch,
trousers, shoes etc, setting up the work
station, getting coffee/water and creating a
work space. Then, at the end, doing all or
some of this in reverse allows you to arrive
‘back home’, noting anything you may need
to take to supervision.
I suspect much of this will continue for a
long time and we need to look after
ourselves. Don’t ignore that ‘sticky’ stuff ensure you have good support mechanisms
in place and use them. Identifying whose
stuff it is will be an important part of our
wellbeing and enable us to remain equally
sound and healthy in our work. Enjoy a
discussion about the painting and the dog
– enjoy your human-ness and stay safe.
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life in lockdown

‘Suddenly, video has
become the interpreting
method of necessity, and
we are an awful lot busier’

Hannah Robinson
My lockdown experience seems to have
been quite different to that of most other
SLIs! While others’ workload has decreased,
mine has increased. I was already working
four days a week for a video relay service.
Suddenly, video has become the interpreting
method of necessity, and we are an awful lot
busier! I was already used to providing both
telephone interpreting and remote
interpreting for various situations, including
people in their workplaces, last-minute GP
appointments and walk-ins at council offices.
However, things have changed a little, as
now everyone tends to be remote, and not
just the interpreter.
One challenge has been the types of calls
that we handle. The company I work for has
always been careful about the kinds of calls
we accept, as many situations are just not
suitable for video interpreting and we are
happy to advise customers that they need to
book a face-to-face interpreter if that is most
appropriate. However, now that face-to-face
interpreting has been largely taken off the
table, the interpreting we provide has had to
change. What used to be a back-up option
has become the only option. As a result,
we’ve had to deal with many more situations
that are difficult to manage remotely, such as
interpreting for inpatients, for ambulance
technicians or paramedics on-site in people’s
homes, as well as benefits assessments over
the phone and an increased amount of
workplace meetings.
It has been brilliant to see people who
have never used an online interpreter now
giving it a go, realising they can do it and, as
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a result, having a whole host of services open
to them that were inaccessible before. These
people can now call their bank or their
energy provider. It’s always a privilege to
walk someone through their first call to one of
these companies, and see their confidence
grow in managing their life, rather than
having to rely on English-based systems,
hearing family members or social workers.
It will be interesting to see what happens
as face-to-face interpreting starts to return. I
know we’ll go back to advising which
situations would now be much more
appropriate with a face-to-face SLI, because
we all know that makes for a better
experience for the deaf person, interpreter
and often the hearing person too. But one
positive that I hope will emerge is that
organisations that were previously
inaccessible to deaf people, even in ‘normal’
times, will realise the benefits of having a
VRS set up. By this I mean GP surgeries (for
booking appointments by phone), more
council phone services and charity helplines.
When the balance of face-to-face
interpreting and video interpreting is right, I
think it is absolutely the best of both worlds,
with each offering different benefits, which
means access for deaf people is greatly
expanded. At the moment, the balance is all
out of sync, but I am hoping that, as we start
to adjust again, both remote and face-to-face
interpreting will be valued and also further
enhanced. For now, I’ll keep taking the calls,
and making the best of it!

‘It has been brilliant to see
people who have never used
an online interpreter now
giving it a go’
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‘While wearing a face
mask, I convey just the
pertinent points, parsing
sentences down to the
most basic of information’

Kirsten McCarthy
A week before Boris Johnson told us all to
stay home, my work bookings started being
cancelled, and new bookings did not replace
them. Apart from the odd Zoom touch-base
meeting, and – since easing of restrictions –
the very rare hospital appointment, I added
nothing new to my diary for 10 weeks.
However, I have been lucky throughout this
period to have a regular, twice-weekly,
booking with a deaf occupational therapist
working in a rehab centre.
Initially I was extremely anxious about
going in to work. The therapy offices are very
small and the patients’ bedrooms, where a lot
of the work is carried out, are not big enough
for 3 (and sometimes 4) of us to work at a
safe 2 metres apart. However, after some
detailed thought on how to make myself as
safe as possible, I settled into a routine, and
am grateful to have the structure to my week
as well as the social interaction of teamwork.
I bought myself a ‘uniform’ of tunic and
leggings so that I am not tempted to stay in
the same clothes out of work, and as a
reminder to me that it isn’t business as usual.
As soon as I arrive at the centre, I use the
sink in the therapy office to wash my hands,
and then use the supplied clinical wipes to
clean the desk, the arms and back of my
chair, the phone, my mobile phone and my
laptop (it has never been so clean!). Rings
and watches have to be removed before
visiting patients’ rooms, and of course it is
procedure to wash hands before putting on
PPE and as soon as we have finished a
patient visit.

I have had to learn how to sign while
wearing a face mask (I tried a visor but I just
kept slamming my hand into it). When you
can’t rely on facial expressions, it takes way
too much time to provide the detail and
nuance that I’d like. Instead, I convey just the
pertinent points, parsing sentences down to
the most basic of information. I find I rely on
using timelines and placement lots more, and
don’t even attempt role shift – falling back
into the English habit of reported speech (he
said, she said). I use the ‘question mark’ sign
drawn in the air to reinforce when something
is not a comment, and fingerspelling is far
slower without the aid of lipreading! I find I’m
adding more ‘meta comments’, sometimes
offering a summary (he/she’s talking about)
especially if the patient is confused or
disoriented – which happens a lot when the
majority of the patients are very elderly.
May saw the centre’s first admission for
Covid rehab – a late-middle-aged man who
had been in an induced coma and had spent
many weeks in hospital recovering from the
effects of the virus. As his mobility improved
and he was finally discharged home, he was
clapped out of the centre and greeted in the
same way by friends, neighbours and work
colleagues on the street outside his house.
After an emotional start, concerned about
possibly bringing the virus home to my
family, I now feel privileged to be working in a
‘new normal’ way of risk assessment and
mitigation. My overall approach towards, and
consideration of, the coronavirus has been
moulded and shaped so that I am now more
relaxed, knowing that it is possible to be out
there working face-to-face and still stay safe.

‘Fingerspelling is far slower
without the aid of lipreading’
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life in lockdown

‘I felt a duty of care
towards my interpreters’

Janice Silo
My consultant had arranged an
urgent assessment at the
hospital about some swallowing issues I’d
been experiencing, probably linked to the
successful treatment of my thyroid. It had
also caused some breathing problems. I
panicked a little about masks and availability
of interpreters, but had been assured that an
interpreter would be available on demand.
My interpreter and I missed each other at
first. It was strange going into the assessment
unit and being greeted by people wearing
masks. As soon as they saw me, they
presumably spoke to me but there was
nothing to show they were trying to
communicate – no facial expressions and
minimal body language. After pointing to my
ears with my hands and shaking my head,
they realised I was deaf. One of the nurses
lowered her mask to welcome me quickly,
then popped a mask on me. I did think
maybe I should go home! I was in an
unknown unit, facing a new experience and
everything seemed alien to me. Having pen
and paper was of little comfort.
An unexpected feeling developed; I felt a
duty of care towards my interpreter. I wanted
them to know that it was ok with me that they
kept their masks on. The awareness that
these were dangerous times made me
appreciate their work especially.
There were some amusing moments. One
morning, after I had my blood tested, there
was a masked nurse with her trolley looking
at me and aiming for me. I smiled at her. She
pointed to my right arm and showed me she
was going to draw blood but I pointed to my
left arm to show it had been done a few hours
earlier. I protested unsuccessfully, but she
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duly drew more blood. Was there something
wrong with me? I saw two masked nurses
chat to another patient in the ward and they
all looked at me. One of them came over to
me and asked for my name so I pointed to
my name but she asked me if my name was
Angela too? Apparently I had unknowingly
confirmed my name was Angela by smiling!
The three days saw a lot of lifting up and
down of masks and I worried about the
interpreters. Between interpreters, I found
myself often trying to do the impossible –
lipreading the masked lips of the nurses!
Paper and pen were in demand and I
reduced my use of English to a clear
structure of subject/verb/object format.
I was not allowed visitors, so the
interpreters were windows not only to my
ward but to the wider hospital environment.
When I was given sedation, I learned a
valuable lesson from the interpreter via the
specialist and the nurse both in full PPE wear
– how to breathe and to remember I was
breathing. Something was put down my
throat to explore any possible damage done
by my thyroid therapy and normally I would
struggle with breathing. I did not. Perhaps
the sedation helped but, with the help of the
interpreter standing between the specialist
and the nurse, I could help myself too.
I really appreciated the interpreters’ work
and the fact that they worked on the frontline
and had concerns like everyone else. I felt it
was teamwork at its best.

‘Between interpreters, I
found myself often trying to
do the impossible –
lipreading the masked lips of
the nurses!’
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‘I’m fascinated by the
differences between 2D
interpreting and face-toface’ Clara Wood, TSLI

Until March, remote interpreting
was indeed a remote world for me – a place
where a highly-skilled, hand-picked few went
into special, acoustically-sealed rooms to sit
in front of backdrops sporting the names of
the few agencies who offered such services.
In March I had two clips left to film for my
NVQ portfolio and two fantastic bookings
coming up where it was agreed I could film.
As lockdown started, all my face-to-face
interpreting was cancelled for the duration.
The deadline for my portfolio submission
passed and I could only submit two
completed units instead of all five. I felt so
discouraged that for several weeks I couldn’t
face re-starting my portfolio.
I’m now hoping to film one piece of
evidence by recording myself interpreting a
three-way conversation online, but this isn’t
something I’ve really been trained for.
Interpreting going online has made achieving
my qualification so much harder.
I’m very lucky to have a part-time post as
an educational interpreter at a further
education college, so those wages are being
paid – though I wonder what will happen if
the college cannot recruit enough deaf
students for September. My college income
is fairly modest and not enough to live on and
I also do freelance interpreting, although I’ve
not freelanced enough in the past year to
qualify for the government’s self-employed
grant. Although I’ve lost all my freelance work
and a chunk of my annual income, I am
supposed to just absorb the financial hit.
My actual interpreting work since
lockdown began has been less about
interpreting as such and more about learning

to set myself up so I can start to interpret
remotely. I’ve been on some great VRI
training webinars, have grappled with tech
(not my first love), and learned different video
conferencing platforms. I’ve set up lighting
that won’t reflect in my glasses, discovered
that varifocals are rubbish when your
webcam is at eye level and have dug out a
long-abandoned reflector and a decent
headset from the back of drawer.
I am now proud to say I have managed to
set myself up and do some remote
interpreting for the college I work at and for
the Facebook Deaf Translators/BSL
Interpreters Volunteer Responders. It is a
new way of working that I am very much still
learning and I’m fascinated by the
differences between 2D interpreting and
face-to-face. So now I am an interpreter
sitting in front of a screen. I’m doing my
regular sort of educational interpreting, but
online. I have no illusions that I’ll be joining
the ranks of the elite anytime soon.
The West Midlands Region has been
fantastic, with weekly Zoom meetings and
tips and advice from some experienced VRI
interpreters. Nationally, an ASLI webinar
aimed at interpreters still in training was really
helpful in addressing our particular concerns.
One issue is the challenge of maintaining and
developing our own skills in relative isolation.
An ongoing Student Peer Support within the
ASLI Going Pro forum aims to meet this need.
And I have to say that I am more grateful
than ever for the resources, advice and
information-sharing on the forums. I never
had time to explore these much before, but
since lockdown I have realised what a lifeline
they are.
Now it even looks like my written account
of my VRI learning curve may get accepted
as part of my portfolio. Every cloud…!
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‘The full head-covering
spacesuit made it
impossible to interpret’

Sarah Webb
Soon after lockdown started, the
cancellations started rolling in. I then started
enjoying my early semi-retirement, still doing
the occasional essential face-to-face
appointment and working in a garden
adjoined to where I live, so not flouting
lockdown rules.
I was asked to interpret for a BSL-using
patient who had been admitted to hospital.
This involved working nearly every day for
about three weeks while the patient was in
and out of hospital. I used a variety of levels
of PPE, from just a face mask that was taken
on and off in order for the patient to see any
necessary lip pattern, to a full head-covering
space suit that actually made it impossible to
interpret from English to BSL, as I couldn’t
hear the hearing person’s utterances over the
motor keeping the air circulated within the
headspace suit.
The patient was discharged, but the next
week they were in the emergency
department, very unwell, and tested positive
for Covid. I was provided with PPE, but there
may have been times when this was not
sufficient as, two days after, I started to
experience symptoms, tested positive for
Covid-19 and self-isolated.
Would I do anything differently? I don’t
think so. I took all the available precautions
and it was essential that communication
access was provided.
I don’t have enough words to process
everything that has gone through my head
since. My thoughts go to the family and
friends of the patient who sadly passed away
the night my symptoms started. I have been
far more fortunate and am slowly recovering.
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‘My inbox is now quieter
than I have ever seen it in
my 15 years of freelance
work’ Wendy Ledeux

I’m well aware that I’ve got off
lightly during these uncertain times and I
count my blessings daily.
I’ve been really fortunate that all of my
regular clients have moved to online platforms.
I’ve also worked in video relay interpreting for
14 years so have been doing more of that. My
inbox is now quieter than I have ever seen it in
my 15 years of freelance work and this trend is
having a massive impact on my colleagues.
I’ve enjoyed the positive aspects of
lockdown – no commuting, saving me time on
my working week, time to learn new things and
just to enjoy a slower pace of life without a
sense of guilt that I should be doing more.
While my life can feel like one long series of
Zoom meetings, I’m grateful for the technology
which means that, as well as work, I can keep
up with friends, family and my worship. It’s
been fabulous to see so many in their 70s and
80s in our church congregation get to grips
with the technology and attend our meetings.
It’s been great to touch base with
colleagues as part of my work with Linguistpd
training. I’d like to briefly relate some advice
which I shared with them recently. When it’s
time to get back to work, diversify so all your
eggs aren’t in one basket, whether that be
clients or domains or even careers – turn that
hobby into a job and look at becoming a
portfolio worker. Upskill and try to stay ahead of
the curve or, at the very least, keep up with it
(one example is video relay interpreting). I think
we’ll see a lot more of that in the future,
pandemic or not. Don’t be afraid of it. Just get
lots of practice with your colleagues as your
confidence builds. Above all, keep positive, be
grateful and be hopeful.
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‘Being restricted to
working remotely has torn
down access barriers to a
field I really enjoy’ Max

Marchewicz
I am only able to work part-time and the fact
that I am a wheelchair user limits the types of
assignments I can take. Prior to lockdown (or
shielding for my own safety), I was
interpreting in the workplace, for training
courses, for meetings, for higher education
and in medical settings. Once I started
shielding, all my work was gone.
One month of zero bookings later, I began
doing performance interpreting remotely. It’s
a field I am very interested in, but is usually
closed to me as stages are rarely accessible
for wheelchair users and outdoor events
present other barriers. The shift to online
events for the arts has made performances
and workshops far more accessible for a lot
of disabled people, but it has created access
barriers for others; with funding limited,
providing BSL interpretation, captions or
audio description is rare. I’m fortunate to
have found a regular booking interpreting for
a club night with performers. The organisers
are committed to making their event as
accessible as possible. Being restricted to
working remotely has unexpectedly torn
down access barriers to a field I really enjoy.
There is also a huge secondary benefit to
this. As a transgender person, I often feel
concerned about negative reactions. As the
club night I am interpreting for is a queer
event, I feel totally comfortable presenting the
way I want to and the experience has been
really liberating. I hadn’t previously worked in
an explicitly queer environment, so workplace
acceptance is a new experience. I might be
working less under lockdown, but I’m much
happier doing it!

‘I threw myself into every
webinar, discussion group,
supervision session and
Zoom meeting I could’

Julie Cresswell
When the pandemic struck, I was very busy
– often too busy – and working freelance in a
variety of domains. But then everything
stopped and was replaced by uncertainty.
I threw myself into every webinar,
discussion group, supervision session and
Zoom meeting I could, gathering the tools to
get myself somewhere up that remote
interpreting learning curve. There were chat
groups and forums, and the generosity of
those more experienced in remote working
has been humbling. Thank you. There were
many challenges, but I have definitely made
progress and have even had some repeat
bookings. I have even more respect for those
interpreters who regularly do VRI work – it
really is a challenging domain.
I did three bookings in the whole of April
– all of them remote and with varying success
– and slightly more in May. I qualified for the
government’s support payment, which has
taken off the financial pressure.
In June, I did my first face-to-face booking
since March. It was exhilarating to be back.
In spite of the 2 metre distancing and masks,
it left me on a high that I hadn’t felt for a long
time. I felt competent, professional, valued,
useful. I guess the future will include a mix of
remote and face-to-face, especially as some
professional deaf clients and their hearing
colleagues choose to work from home. I hope
that our collective concerns about remote
working being viewed as a ‘cheaper’ option
will not become reality, and I am grateful to
ASLI in promoting the message that face-toface is often more appropriate. It really is.
And it’s great to be back.
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Press shift

The Designated Interpreter Model

A decade after her seminal research on workplace
interpreting, Jules Dickinson looks at persistent
unhelpful behaviours in the field and how to address
them in practice

In 2010, I submitted my PhD thesis,
‘Interpreting in a Community of Practice: A
Sociolinguistic Study of the Signed Language
Interpreter’s Role in Workplace Discourse’ at
Heriot-Watt University. This marked the end of
a six-year journey, one which produced a
detailed description of the complex issues
faced by the workplace SLI. At that time, this
was seminal research into the interpreter’s
role and work in this specific setting. The
highly relevant Deaf Professionals and
Designated Interpreters had previously been
published (Hauser et al, 2008), but was
largely based on anecdotal evidence rather
than empirical research.
Ten years on, we have seen more studies
further examine the workplace interpreter’s
role and responsibilities. Other valuable,
ground-breaking research has contributed

‘There is is a definite move
away from the “neutral”
interpreter stance to a
positive alignment with the
goals and aims of the deaf
professional’
14

either directly or indirectly to the topic. Most
importantly, we have seen an increase in deaf
and hearing consumers contributing to the
available body of knowledge.
With the growth in this field, and the recent
launch of ASLI’s Guidelines for Workplace
Interpreting (Dickinson, 2019), I want to reflect
on the current state of play and look at what, if
anything, has changed over the last ten
years. As a Professional Supervisor,
workplace interpreting is a common
supervision theme and it seems that we are
still stuck in a pattern of unhelpful behaviours.
What can we do about these patterns? I
am going to pick out some recent research
and connect this to the workplace
interpreter’s role. These are issues that
resonate with me – you might want to dig
deeper and find your own insights. I shall also
refresh our memories of the Designated
Interpreter (DI) model and examine its
usefulness and relevance to workplace
interpreting in the UK. It is notoriously difficult
to connect theory to practice and so I look at
how we can better embed the valuable work
being produced by practitioner-researchers.
Finally, I shall focus on the need to work
collaboratively and transparently with both
deaf and hearing colleagues.
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Following Deaf Professionals and Designated
Interpreters, other researchers have
expanded on the definition of the DI model.
Swabey et al (2016) neatly encompass
various facets, where the interpreter:
nP
 articipates in the deaf professional’s work
environment,
nH
 as specialised knowledge of the deaf
person’s work content, terminology, and
social roles,
nE
 ngages in ongoing training in the specific
area of the deaf professional’s employment,
nF
 unctions as an active member of the deaf
professional’s team.
Other key qualities include:
n A regular, ongoing working relationship with
the deaf professional,
nB
 eing a collaborative partner who works at
the direction of a deaf professional,
nB
 eing familiar with the deaf professional’s
communication style and preferences.
Many authors highlight the need for mutual
trust and respect between the deaf
professional and the SLI. There is also a
definite move away from the ‘neutral’
interpreter stance to a positive alignment with
the goals and aims of the deaf professional.
The DI model undoubtedly offers benefits
for everyone in the workplace. For the deaf
professional, productivity is improved with
less time spent scheduling interpreters.
Miscommunication is reduced because the
interpreter has the necessary technical,
content and institutional knowledge to
enhance their interpretation. The DI’s
availability creates better access to the
informal learning that occurs in a community
of practice (see Dickinson, 2010).
Accordingly, the deaf professional can be
cued in the ‘institutional culture quirks, social
reciprocity, and spontaneous learning’, as

‘The DI’s availability creates
better access to the informal
learning that occurs in a
community of practice’
well as informal professional networking (Hall,
2019:5). The DI model is highly relevant in the
current shift to remote interpreting due to the
coronavirus crisis, with De Meulder (Twitter,
2020) noting that she feels DIs are now more
important, as real-life meetings ‘allow you to
cope with mediocre interpreters to some
extent, but online there is no mercy’.
An interpreter’s familiarity with the
hierarchical structure of the deaf
professional’s workplace means they can
accurately predict appropriate language use
and interaction depending on who is in the
room. This knowledge of individuals and their
relationships means that interaction can
‘happen more in real time’ (Hall et al, 2019:7).
The DI model does have negative aspects.
The close working nature of the DI/deaf
professional relationship can blur boundaries
(Dickinson, 2017). There is also the potential
for dependency or codependency to develop.
In some instances, the DI can become
the deaf professional’s ‘pet’ interpreter,
negatively impacting relationships with other
interpreters. The regularity of the working
relationship also makes it more challenging
for other SLIs to cover when required, as they
do not have the same knowledge and
experience base as the DI (Napier et al,
2020). There is also the risk of the deaf
professional being ‘stuck’ with a staff
interpreter whose style or skill set is not a
good fit. On the other hand, the DI may find
that they are not compatible with the deaf
professional. This could be addressed by a
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robust vetting process during recruitment or a
‘try before you buy’ approach.

Other perspectives, different lenses

Aside from publications that have focused on
the DI model, there is a body of other relevant
valuable research. The following section
briefly showcases some publications, broadly
grouped into issues of role-space, and
representing identity, power dynamics and
deaf/hearing perspectives. For me, all these
are vital in shaping a well-boundaried,
reflective, and ethical workplace interpreter.
Alignment and interaction management
The concept of role-space (Llewellyn-Jones &
Lee, 2014) is a useful lens to apply to the
interpreter’s work in the employment domain.
According to this model, the interpreter’s
interactional behaviours are governed by their
role-space, and this space shifts and evolves
along three main axes:
1. Participant/conversational alignment
2. Interaction management
3. Presentation of self
These interpreter role-spaces are dynamic
and will expand and contract across the axes,
depending on the nature of the event and
those present. Given the overt alignment with
the deaf professional that the DI model
implies, role-space offers us a new way of
considering our impact on the relationship
between deaf professionals and their hearing
peers. Can we manage our discomfort at
‘stepping out of role’ better if we reframe our
actions as shifts in interaction management or
participant alignment?
Representation
There is a rapidly growing body of work that
looks at the impact interpreters have on deaf
individuals’ identity. Feyne (2014) has shown
that hearing people are often unable to
distinguish the interpreter’s errors or
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unpolished performance from that of the deaf
interlocutor, demonstrating that the SLI’s role
goes beyond that of meaning-maker, and
they are in effect ‘proxies of the individual for
whom they are speaking’ (Feyne, 2017: 28).
For a deaf professional, this can obviously
impact their career, working relationships and
promotion opportunities. As more deaf people
move into higher echelons of employment
and academia, there is an increasing need for
SLIs who can choose appropriate vocabulary
and terminology to match the expected
discourse patterns of an organisational
setting. Can we do this to the required
standard if, as De Meulder et al (2018) point
out, our education level is often lower than
that of the deaf professional we work with? If a
deaf professional is predominantly known in a
translated form by their hearing peers (Napier
et al, 2019), do we have the linguistic mastery
to accurately represent and reflect them? If
not, how can we develop it?

Who has the power now?

With the shift of deaf professionals into
high-level fields of employment and academia
comes a change in the power dynamics
between deaf professionals and interpreters.
SLIs need to seriously consider what is
different about interpreting for the person in
power. Accustomed to working with deaf

‘If a deaf professional is
predominantly known in a
translated form by their
hearing peers, do we have
the linguistic mastery to
accurately represent and
reflect them?’
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people who have traditionally been the
recipients of services, and where the hearing
person is in the ‘professional’ position, roles
are now being reversed (Dickinson, 2017).
Are we acknowledging, or are we even aware
of, the cognitive dissonance we may
experience when working with a deaf
professional who is in a role of considerable
authority? Mole’s (2018a) work on power
dynamics is pertinent here. She raises
questions about the ‘subtle audist messages’
(2018b:6) that might impact our practice and
challenges us to consider how our ‘hearing
fragility’ (ibid: 7) colours our responses when
challenged by a different worldview.

What do deaf professionals want?

How can we acknowledge and incorporate
deaf professionals’ perspectives on
workplace interpreting into our professional
practice? Harrelson’s research (2019)
suggests that deaf professionals want the
interpreter to:
nT
 horoughly prepare for the work they
undertake,
nA
 ppear available and ready to work when
not actively interpreting,
nB
 e aware of how their presence,
demeanour, and interaction with hearing
colleagues reflects on the deaf
professional.
They don’t want the interpreter to:
n Dress inappropriately,
n Engage too much with hearing colleagues,
nS
 eem too engrossed/occupied during
downtime.
There are clearly contradictions here, so
the question I asked in 2010 is still pertinent,
ie, how can we present a ‘front’ that is
acceptable to both the hearing and deaf
client, effectively being ‘friendly but not too
friendly?’ (Dickinson, 2010). Interpreters

cannot be switched off when not in use. We
don’t have a ‘plug in and play’ option built in
(yet), so what compromise can we reach
whereby we are allowed to read or use a
laptop, but also be approachable and ready
to work when required? These finer details
should be negotiated at the beginning of
working relationships and I offer a suggestion
for addressing this in the next section.

Standing in their shoes

It is also important to acknowledge the
hearing participants in the workplace
interpreting triad. With much of the focus of
the DI model being on alignment with the deaf
professional, it is vital to consider that this
might alienate the deaf employee’s hearing
colleagues. Young et al (2019) examine the
experiences of hearing people who work
alongside deaf professionals, exploring how
hearing people experience their deaf
colleague when encountered through an
interpreter. Their findings highlight crucial
issues. How can interpreters go beyond
interpreting the message or content of an
interpreted interaction to provide a nuanced
portrayal of the deaf professional’s identity
and character, eg, their humour,
conversational style and idiosyncrasies? Also,
if our presence can sometimes be a barrier
to hearing people getting to know their
deaf colleague, can we strike a balance
by occasionally standing back and allowing
natural interaction to take place between
deaf and hearing colleagues without our
intervention?

Practical application – role & focus

Phew. A lot to think about, right? It’s possible
that there is more to all of this than ‘just an
Access to Work’ job. All these strands of
research bring different perspectives to the
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workplace interpreter’s role – can we see
them as pieces of a jigsaw, which we can use
to complete the picture of an ideal workplace
interpreter? Can we build some of that theory
into our everyday practice? There is nowhere
near enough space here to explore all the
issues. The categories are signposts to paths
you can follow to equip yourself.
I have something of a reputation as an
academic, and this can be off-putting to SLIs
who want to get to grips with the practical
aspects of ‘doing the job’. My take on this is
that you cannot implement practical strategies
and solutions without a theoretical foundation.
You need to know why you are doing
something, rather than having a fixed default
setting upon which you never reflect. We
need to keep up to date with the latest
thinking on interpreting but, equally
importantly, we must transfer that learning into
our everyday practice. With this in mind, I

have selected the issue of role and
boundaries as the focus for practical
application, and the following section
provides a suggestion for improving working
relationships and enhancing your professional
practice in the workplace domain.
1. Agree your working practices
One way in which you can be clearer about
your role and remit in the workplace setting is
by drawing on a concept from the practice of
supervision, namely ‘contracting’. Some of
you may already be familiar with this notion
and may have found it helpful in setting out
expectations between you and your
supervisor. At its most basic, a contract is an
agreement made between supervisor and
supervisee concerning the boundaries of their
work together. It is a set of mutually agreed
ground rules. If we replace supervisor/
supervisee with deaf professional and
interpreter, we can see where it might be
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useful to have this in place to provide clarity
at the outset of the working relationship. The
key here is that the agreement is formed by
both parties. I am not suggesting that you
present the deaf professional with a fait
accompli, but rather that you initiate a
discussion that co-creates a contract which
works for both parties. The agreement should
not be set in stone, but seen as a living and
organic document, which can be adapted
and reshaped as required. Regular reviews of
working arrangements will ensure that agreed
practices still work for all concerned.
2. The devil is in the detail
A working agreement can protect both you
and the deaf professional, as it makes
assumptions explicit and reduces the risk of
misunderstanding. Ideally, discuss your
working relationship with the deaf professional
prior to beginning employment with them.
Flesh out what it is you both want from the
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undertake. Unless you have openly discussed
the limits and boundaries of your role, there is
the potential for one party to assume that
what they are asking is entirely reasonable,
and this is where problems can arise. We
cannot meet expectations if we know nothing
about them.
3. Maintain your boundaries
If you can start your working relationship with
a deaf professional by establishing a working
agreement along the lines described above,
you can then give some thought as to how
you ensure you maintain your professional
boundaries. Part of the contracting process
will have been to delineate your boundaries;
the hard work will be making sure that they
don’t slip. Keeping to our professional
boundaries is challenging, even for the most
experienced practitioners, and particularly
within the close working relationship that can
exist between a deaf professional and a
workplace interpreter. As with your contract or
working agreement, boundaries are likely to
shift as the relationship between yourself and
the deaf professional strengthens and trust is
built. Again, open and honest discussions are
crucial so that transparent working practices
can be reviewed, adapted and honed. Mole’s
‘partnering traits’ spring to mind here,
whereby ‘individuals treat each other as
equals’ (2018b: 9).

Conclusion

To make change happen, we must act. If we
want to avoid repeating the same patterns of
behaviour, stuck in an imitation of Groundhog
Day, we have to make a shift. We cannot
force other people to change but, by altering
our own behaviour and working practices, we
can bring about change in others.
If the DI model is to develop and evolve,
there is a need for specialised training for
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interpreters who want to move into the role.
There needs to be a sufficient pool of
interpreters who are ‘qualified to work at the
advanced level of deaf professionals’ (Hall et
al, 2019:9). Swabey et al (2016), referring to
Designated Healthcare Interpreters,
recommend introducing it as career
possibility at undergraduate level, with more
focused specialist training after graduation.
Even if interpreters are not choosing the DI
route, there is still a clear requirement for
interpreter training to include specific
modules on the challenges presented by the
workplace setting. Ideally this would include
teaching interpreters how to set and maintain
professional boundaries, as well as how to
negotiate and establish working agreements.
As I recommended in 2010 and as has
been reiterated by Young et al a decade later,
training programmes need to emphasise the
interpreter’s role as a facilitator and enabler of
communication for deaf and hearing
employees. This will help to move the focus
away from the interpreter being perceived
solely as the deaf professional’s interpreter.
In Newsli (2013), I noted that interpreters
could find it difficult to step off the busy
treadmill of work and home life to consider the
wealth of available research. Since then, there
has been an explosion in the provision of
webinars, a format which has radically
transformed how we can access the latest
thinking on interpreting practice. Crucially, it
is a system that enables deaf colleagues to
share their research in a signed language.
Social media has also allowed research
articles and presentations to be shared to a
wider audience. Developmental material is
literally at our fingertips – now it is up to us to
make the time to access it and embed it into
our practice. To quote Mahatma Gandhi, ‘be
the change you wish to see in the world’!
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‘The rationale seemed
to resonate’

Scotland presents a unique profile for the BSL/English
interpreter, yet the success of its new Early Career
Interpreter Group may lead to parallels in the rest of
the UK. Tessa Slaughter reports

One thing every one of us has in common
– we were all there once.
Being at the early stages of any career is
daunting. When it is a small profession,
widely misunderstood and with unique
challenges, it can be doubly overwhelming.
In the Central Belt of Scotland, we have a
couple of training providers who generate
new interpreters in the region. Scotland has
only recently had regular cohorts of early
career interpreters; Heriot-Watt University’s
current degree saw the first interpreters
graduate in 2016 and other NVQ training
providers have become established over a
similar period. Trainees also travel south of
the border for training and some people

‘Scotland is a huge
geographical area, with
different political and
local challenges and
opportunities to the rest
of the UK’

move to Scotland in the early years of their
career. In short, there is a group of recently
qualified interpreters in Scotland who have
come through a variety of training routes.
Scotland is a huge geographical area,
with different political and local challenges
and opportunities to the rest of the UK. It
presents a unique profile for a BSL/English
interpreter. For a start, we have the BSL
Scotland Act (2015) and the option to register
with SASLI (Scottish Association of Sign
Language Interpreters) as well as, or instead
of, NRCPD. Agencies are dwindling in
number, and the traditional pattern of
supportive work for early career interpreters
is not always easy to access. We have no
formally accredited supervisors in Scotland,
though many people access online
supervision. The routes through which people
have come to the profession vary greatly –
particularly between long-established and
new interpreters. We recently had a
Landscape Review in Scotland that
highlighted the need for support for new
interpreters and were proud to point out that
ASLI are already working to address this.
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May’s session on Covid-19 terminology in BSL

Starting somewhere

It is into this context that new interpreters
find themselves launched. Training
providers cannot necessarily provide
ongoing support, and newly trained or
currently training and working interpreters
can sometimes feel cast adrift. More was
needed than the irregular but hugely
valuable events such as Going Pro and
webinars, which are often generic and
do not facilitate individual concerns. The
Early Career Interpreter Group in Scotland
is aimed at ASLI Members with less than
five years’ experience in the field. This
may be revised in time, but we had to
start somewhere.
So, to Starbucks we headed on 29
October. It had the biggest lounge area
and opened late; well, until Zoom took over
anyway. Around eight people came to that
first session, from as far afield as Ayrshire
and with experience ranging from two
months to four years. It felt a little awkward
at first, but we all introduced ourselves
with a short bio and soon the conversation
was flowing.
Once we started looking at things like
current issues and training needs,
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everyone had plenty to say. In fact, Starbucks
almost had to throw us out at closing time!

Hot topics

We have yet to set out formal ‘terms of
reference’ for the group because so far it
has been more of a sounding board than
anything more formal. However, the rationale
behind it was shared and seemed to
resonate: an opportunity to support each
other as new SLIs in the area and to pass on
requests to ASLI for specific support.
On that note, requests for specific training
sessions and exploratory workshops for skills
development for new interpreters featured
high on the list. There was a feeling that
either existing training was not yet relevant or
that having a mix of experienced people and
new interpreters in the room would be
intimidating. Also, there was a call for skills
development and information sharing tailored
to new interpreters – for example, an
early-career tax and accounts webinar to
help people get started as sole traders and a
presentation about how ASLI is structured
and how it works.
Other requests proved trickier to define,
and nothing has been arranged yet. If
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anyone out there has suggestions, we would
gladly hear from them! Current ideas include,
for example:
n ‘Holding the Room’ – how to assert yourself
in an interpreting situation where you need
to interject and are being ignored,
n ‘Emotional Resilience’ – how to protect
yourself from trauma and recover quickly;
understanding our own responses to
difficult circumstances; exploring
interpersonal tensions,
n ‘Coping Mechanisms’ – general tips and
tricks for managing issues; exploring
practical options,
n ‘Confidence with voice work’ – just being
able to practice BSL to English work in a
safe space; and
n ‘Structured Debriefing’ – bringing a recent
experience and looking at it as a small
group with a framework to tease out what
went well and not so well.
We discussed supervision and its value,
but not everyone has that option at the
moment and there are no qualified
supervisors based in Scotland. There was
a feeling that a couple of weekend halfday workshops to explore some of the
less tangible themes above would be
helpful. Identifying a suitable facilitator is our
next challenge.
More specifically, we have discussed
issues with working in education or

‘Whether the laptop comes
with us to Starbucks or we
have “hubs” around the
country or alternate face-toface with virtual meetings,
we will make it inclusive’

workplaces and the tensions arising from
expectations and understandings of our
role. We had planned to cover some of the
topics above in our monthly briefings, but
the pandemic has put this on hold and
discussions have moved to ‘coping with
online work’ instead.
There was also an appreciation of Zoom
to facilitate participation from those who
couldn’t make a mid-week evening session
each month. Whether the laptop comes with
us to Starbucks or we have ‘hubs’ around
the country or alternate face-to-face with
virtual meetings, we will find a way to make
it inclusive. We have a WhatsApp group for
quick questions in between discussions and
keep the virtual door open for additional
sessions if needed. For example, in May we
had a session on Covid-19 terminology in
BSL to support both BSL fluency and keep
abreast of new vocabulary.
All in all, this group is developing as a
medium for peer support and semistructured mentoring. The need for
something tailored for early-career
professionals probably extends beyond
Scotland. There are lots of ideas for
training, workshops and information
sessions as well as more networking and
skills development.
We hope that when we are a bit more
established we can open up some of these
opportunities to the other Regions in the
UK and are working on formulating
something to make this more replicable
across the Regions in a way that suits the
local landscape and can be delivered
locally by other ASLI Members. We all want
to see our new colleagues have positive
experiences of developing within our
profession, and one day leading these
groups themselves.

w w w. a s l i . org . u k
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Around the Regions

Mid South Coast

Find out what’s been going on at ASLI around the UK
Central East Anglia keeps their spirits up
Swapping jokes and funny stories was as
much on the agenda at our recent Regional
meeting as discussing more serious matters.
After a few weeks on lockdown, our planned
meeting was an excellent opportunity to raise
our collective spirits while raising a glass of
other spirits and sharing tips on working in
this new Covid-19 world. Many of our work
diaries have become increasingly empty,

bringing uncertainty on many fronts.
Some grappled with new challenges of
interpreting online, others considered
adapting interpreting practice when required
to wear a mask. Being able to talk about all of
this in a safe space with people who
understand is one of the precious benefits of
being an ASLI Member.

Anne Richardson

South West

West Midlands

The West Midlands Region is being led by a new committee
of Liz Smith, Vicki Carrabin, Layne Whittaker and Ruth
Peaker. We are really excited about representing the West
Midlands and hope to involve all our Members in shaping
the Region’s future. Under lockdown, we have held regular
informal and supportive catch-ups on Zoom. We have also
held a successful formal meeting and training session on
enhancing our online presence.

Ruth Peaker
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The South West has been a
little more creative and
supportive of each other than
usual. Meetings all run on
Zoom, from a meeting on 22
April to take questions to the
NRCPD webinar and a
French-themed quiz on 25
April. On 6 May we had a
Regional meeting and Sarah
Glendenning ‘visited’ to talk
about Consultation Days and
Conferences. More fun was
had on 22 May when popular
eighties game show, Family
Fortunes (aka FamASLI
Fortunes), kept our spirits high.
On 9 June, we had a great
Q&A session with a Bristolbased TSLI.

Hannah Ede

Since lockdown, Mid South Coast has held
two remote meetings on Zoom in April, the
latter of which involved Sarah Glendenning to
discuss the future of Consultation Days (see
picture). We have covered many ‘business as
usual’ topics, but the meetings have naturally
been dominated by the subject of lockdown
and the impact it is having on Members’
abilities to perform safely as interpreters and
to maintain an income.
MSC usually has a good turnout but we
have seen our highest numbers in the last
two months, demonstrating the value of being
part of a supportive membership
organisation. Sadly, we have had to cancel
all of its CPD for the time being. We have also
welcomed Surrey, geographically, within our
boundaries. We will email all new Members in

Sarah Glendenning at the recent remote
MSC gathering

due course. We look forward to seeing
Members again.

Colette Phippard

Discount on Vi-VA Virtual Assistant services for ASLI Members
Vi-VA have supported ASLI with administration for three years. As they offer virtual assistant
services, they can support you too, wherever you are.

The service is totally flexible – you can have regular support or help with one-off projects. As

they charge by the hour and give you a ‘time quote’ up front, you know exactly how much the
service will cost before they get started.

Here are just a few of the things Vi-VA can help with:

n Bookkeeping – Sending invoices, reconciling transactions, chasing payments, working within
your software

n Diary management – Setting up meetings/Zoom sessions, scheduling calls, taking over the
time-consuming task of managing your calendar

n Email management – Sending emails for you, managing responses, deleting the spam!

n Phone calls – Following up sales leads, checking in with customers, managing suppliers
n Proposals – Writing, formatting and sending

n Copywriting – Creating powerful content for websites, brochures, blogs and letters

n Digital declutter – Getting you organised with everything easily accessible in the cloud

And much more! Whatever you’re struggling with, Vi-VA will usually have the skills to help.

We’re pleased to be able to offer all ASLI members a 20% discount on the normal Vi-VA rates.

If you’d like to find out more, just ring 01244 350341 for a chat and quote ASLI.
w w w. a s l i . org . u k
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Translating the
Untranslatable

The belief that any translation of the Quran
cannot be equivalent is only one of the
challenges its BSL translators face.
Akbar Sikder and Owais Murad report

There is currently no complete
translation of the Quran in BSL. Translating
the holy book of Muslims is a complex and
problematic task. We will attempt to
summarise some of the key theoretical
challenges in translating the Quran into BSL.
Firstly, translational issues include a
current lack of expertise, a tradition of
quranic translation focusing on formal
equivalence (Nida, 1964) and documentary
approaches (Nord, 2005) and constraints
inherent in intermodal translation. Secondly,
BSL currently lacks a sufficient lexicon of
Islamic signs, limiting its capacity to deal
with specific Islamic concepts. Finally, there
are questions around how to approach
aspects of the faith that may be particularly
pertinent to deaf Muslims, and how the

‘BSL currently lacks a
sufficient lexicon of Islamic
signs, limiting its capacity to
deal with specific Islamic
concepts’
26

translator might deal with competing
socio-political agendas.

The Quran and deaf Muslims

Muslims believe that the Quran – the holy
book of Islam – is the last divine revelation
from Allah (God), succeeding the Torah and
the Bible respectively. Islam is an
Abrahamic religion and so shares
similarities with Judaism and Christianity.
There are around 3.3 million Muslims in the
UK (Annual Population Survey, 2017) and ‘a
significant number of them are deaf’ (See
Hear, 2009). However, there are no formal
statistics on the number of deaf Muslims in
the UK. There have been several attempts
across the world to translate the Quran into
sign language, with the Holy Quran Society
in Jordan succeeding in creating a series of
60 DVDs covering the entire Quran (BBC
News, 2011). In the UK, Muslim Deaf UK
and Al Ishara are independently attempting
a BSL translation of the Quran, but there is a
long way to go.
Muslims believe that the Arabic of the
Quran constitutes the very word of Allah; the
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Arabic phonological forms are believed to
have been unchanged since the Prophet
Muhammad (Peace be Upon Him) first
received them. As a result, Muslims
generally believe that any translation or
modification of the original text cannot be
considered equivalent to the Quran. In other
words, the only legitimate Quran is the
original Arabic text. For this reason, the
Quran is considered ‘untranslatable’
(Aldahesh, 2014).
In the UK, everyone has the right to
practise a religion under the Human Rights
Act 1998. However, as the teachings of
Islam are currently only available in written
and spoken forms (Mahmood, 2014), many
deaf Muslims cannot use their right to
practise their religion due to lack of access
in BSL. It could also be argued that Muslims
today are living through precarious times,
with the rise of Islamist extremism placing
the faith under the spotlight and at risk of
media manipulation (von Sikorski et al,
2017). This leaves many deaf Muslims
vulnerable, if their main source of
information about their religion is a mediadistorted version. There is therefore an
acute need for access to Islamic services in
BSL, starting with the holy book itself.

Translational issues

One of the most salient challenges of
translating the Quran into BSL is a lack of
expertise in several areas, not least a
translator with expertise in Arabic, BSL and
Islamic exegesis. Al-Jabari (2008: 218)
argues that ‘translating the divine message
of the Quran demands a highly specialised
translator who has a thorough knowledge of
different subjects and experiences’. He
suggests the following requirements of a
Quran translator:

‘Translators able to work
directly from Arabic into BSL
would be ideal, but no
translators who meet these
requirements have come
forward’
1 Proficiency in the Arabic source language
(SL) and in the target language (TL),
2 Knowledge of prophetical sayings (hadith),
as the correct interpretation of the Quran,
3 Exegesis of Muslim scholars,
4 Knowledge of the historical development
of the Quran,
5 Expertise in translation,
6 Non-sectarian approach,
7 A real spiritual feeling for the Quran.
All of these skills are essential for the
task of translating the Quran from the
Arabic source text (ST). Translators able
to work directly from Arabic into BSL would
be ideal, but since no translators who meet
these requirements have come forward,
major concessions would need to be made.
This makes a direct translation from Arabic
into BSL very challenging. A possible
alternative is to use an existing English
translation as the ST.
However, working from an English
translation of the Quran is problematic for
several reasons. Firstly, there are several
English translations, which vary widely. It is
therefore difficult to make judgements about
which English translation might be the most
conducive to a BSL translation. Secondly,
translators may be motivated by political or
sectarian agendas, depending on the
exegesis taken. This could therefore
unwittingly influence the BSL translator in
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favour of a specific exegesis of the holy text,
producing a BSL target text (TT) that may
reflect certain political or sectarian agendas.
Finally, working from a ST that is itself a
translation questions the faithfulness of a
BSL translation because the BSL translator
will inevitably be bound by the constraints
imposed by the previous translator.
Furthermore, al-Jabari (2008: 4) argues
that current English translations of the Quran
are often incomprehensible, which possibly
‘results from poor translation such that
translators fail to transfer the original
meaning effectively into the TL’. In other
words, quranic translations are often not
‘domesticated’ (Venuti, 2008), or re-situated,
into the TL culture, but tend to focus on
producing a ‘documentary’ (Nord, 1997) of
the ST, seeking to inform ‘target-culture
addressees about a source-culture author
referring to an object of the world’ (ibid: 49).
This translation approach is markedly
different to translations of the Bible, for
example, where ‘translators seek the closest
natural equivalence in BSL to the meaning,
expression and style of a biblical text’
(Evans, 2009). In contrast, the phonological
form of the original Arabic holds great
importance in Islam, where the Quran is
valued for its prosody and it is believed that
‘reproducing the attractiveness and beauty
of the Quran-specific rhetoric is beyond
man’s faculty’ (Aldahesh, 2014: 33).
It appears that ‘formal equivalence’
(Nida, 1964), with major focus on the form of
the very words of Allah, has traditionally
been the primary goal of quranic translation.
This is illustrated in many English
translations of the Quran where explanatory
annotations and footnotes dominate the
page. The purpose of a documentary
approach is to offer the reader insight into
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the original text, without purporting to be an
original itself (Nord, 2005). This strategy also
relies on a heavy ‘foreignisation’ strategy
(Venuti, 2008), whereby the translation seeks
‘to send the reader abroad by making the
receiving culture aware of the linguistic and
cultural difference inherent in the foreign text.
This is to be achieved by a non-fluent,
estranging or heterogeneous translation style’
(Munday, 2012: 219).
Non-fluent, estranging and heterogeneous
style appears to describe English translations
of the Quran, which often contain numerous
Arabic borrowings for key Islamic concepts,
such as taqwa (cognisant of Allah), zakat
(compulsory almsgiving) and salat (physical
act of worshiping Allah). These relate to
specific concepts for which there are not
always TL equivalents, and so the traditional
approach appears to be to retain the SL
forms. Even where equivalents appear
to exist, eg, salat for ‘prayer’, many BSL
signs are rooted in Christian tradition and do
not necessarily signify the Islamic concept of
the word. In other words, the signifiersignified (Saussure, 1916/1983) relationship
is different.
Moreover, a documentary and
foreignisation approach is possible in
interlingual, intramodal translation (Jakobson,
2004) because SL forms can simply be
inserted into the TT, either in the SL
graphemes or in the TL graphemes. In other
words, SL and TL material can exist side by
side so long as the SL and TL exist within the

‘Non-fluent, estranging and
heterogeneous style
appears to describe English
translations of the Quran’
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same modality, such as in the case of Arabic
and English. This strategy becomes
impossible in intermodal translation, since
neither Arabic nor English graphemes can
co-exist with manual signs.

Limited lexicon

BSL does not yet have a sufficient lexicon of
conventionalised Islamic signs, with new
signs emerging all the time. Some deaf
Muslim organisations have developed their
own signs for key Islamic terms, eg, makkah
and hajj (see Figures 1 and 2), but these are
not necessarily in widespread use among the
general deaf population. As a result, creating
a repertoire of Islamic terminology in BSL
would be counter-productive if the TL
audience does not understand them.

‘Some deaf Muslim
organisations have
developed alternative signs
appropriate to an Islamic
context’
Furthermore, many BSL signs for
religious words are grounded in Christian
tradition, eg, ‘pray’ and ‘bless’ (see Figures
3-6). There is therefore a debate to be had
about how applicable these Christian-based
signs are in an Islamic context. Some deaf
Muslim organisations have developed
alternative signs appropriate to an Islamic
context. Nevertheless, a lack of BSL signs
for Islamic concepts, coupled with the
difficulties involved in borrowing SL forms
into the signed modality, limits the capacity
of BSL to express the full meaning of the ST.

Figure 1: Makkah (the birthplace of the
Prophet Mohammed, one of Islam’s holiest
sites and the direction of Muslim prayer)

Figure 2: Hajj (Muslim pilgrimage to Makkah
and one of the Five Pillars of Islam)

Figure 3: Pray (Christian-based)

w w w. a s l i . org . u k
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‘Veiling could be contentious
among some deaf Muslims,
who might argue that the
niqab and burqa are not
compatible with sign
language use’

Figure 4: Bless (Christian-based)

Figure 5: Bless (non-Christian variant)

Figure 6: Salat (physical act of worshiping
Allah)

Socio-political agendas

A further question to consider is how much of
a ‘cultural filter’ (House, 1997) needs to be
applied for the BSL audience, especially
around issues pertinent to deaf Muslims. For
example, the word hijab refers to ‘the
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principle of modesty in Islam and includes
behaviour as well as dress for both men and
women’ (BBC, 2009). It is often associated
with the headscarf worn by some Muslim
women. Veiling could be a contentious issue
among some deaf Muslims, who might argue
that the niqab and burqa are not compatible
with sign language use, since this type of
veiling conceals facial expressions, thereby
impeding access to the language. On the
other hand, some deaf Muslims may wish to
exercise their right to wear the niqab or
burqa. The issue of veiling is therefore likely
to be a sensitive issue for the BSL
community; how exactly this is translated into
BSL is likely to have a significant impact.
This example illustrates the complexity of
quranic translation. A BSL translation that
adopts one interpretation of hijab over
another is already limiting itself to a specific
exegesis and could be viewed as conforming
to a particular political agenda. At the same
time, taking a dynamic (Nida, 1964), and
perhaps more ‘covert’ (House, 1997),
translation approach, where ‘the TT is not
linked particularly to the ST culture or
audience’ (Munday 2012: 142), still leaves
questions about exegesis and about how
much the BSL translation is conforming to the
cultural demands of the TL audience. In other
words, the translator is under pressure to
respond to the socio-political agenda of the
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BSL community, while maintaining
faithfulness and accuracy to the ST.
In conclusion, the plurality and complexity
of the issues makes translating the Quran into
BSL incredibly challenging. Firstly, the lack of
conventionalised BSL signs for Islamic
concepts limits the capacity of BSL to
express the full meaning of the ST. Secondly,
the translator must be aware of socio-political
influences, including from the BSL TL

community. Finally, the belief that the Quran
is ‘untranslatable’ has resulted in a
traditionally documentary and overt
translation approach. Although traditional
approaches could be abandoned in favour of
dynamic equivalence and a more covert
approach, this would be at odds with the
faith. Nevertheless, these challenges must be
overcome in order for the Quran and Islamic
services to be accessible in BSL.
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